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Journal Entry, West of Reno / John Brandi

Not such a bad day.
Won seventeen twenty in the slots.
Received hard cash for old Gurdjieff books.
Offered blue flames to a smiling virgin.
Bought gooseberries in a Paiute smoke shop.
Pressed Johnny Jump Ups into new notebook.
Decorated stone with ribbons for meditative shadow flutter.
Raised kitchen window to sound of silence between bird calls.
Read about swallowtails and genebanks.
Discovered it's not just the tip, but the whole fingernail that grows.
Bathed in hot springs with a highway patrol officer.
Polished shoes for potential marriage feast.
Scrubbed candle holders with SOS.
Made thermos of tea instead of coffee.
Prayed to sunflowers for rain.
Read real estate terminology to Mozart.
Laughed at my face in someone else's mirror.
Listened to history evaporate inside a mirage.
Remembered skeletons and Buddhas side by side, in a Thai monastery.
Picked mums, stole tulips from senior citizens' home.
Saw who was meant for me.
Recognized the curve of her spine underwater.
Heard bells, heard the striker empty its sound.
Dreamed that once beckoned I could not be refused.
Heard the blood of my love drumming, heard a gallop.

Saw the children running up.
Hummed poptune ecstasy in falsetto freeplay.
Walked through walls, lay down with laughter.
Lit the nave with bare bulbs of desire.
Practiced truthful genuflections and thankyous.
Dressed the altar with sheets and pillows.
Faxed home intricate floorplan of roofless house.
Received letter stating "Cancel Resistance, Listen!"
Looked to the stars for an end to my poem.
Flipped through pages of water inside my head.
Realized world leaders should hold dialogues in nautiloid
floating position rather than sitting at tables.
Spoke long distance my inner reality.
Received a Yes.
Broke down on way to supermarket.
Returned with pancake batter instead of asparagus.
Watched snails migrate in sudden rain.
Called again to say hello.
Woke from trance dream of wrap around rivers.
Woke into her arms through high voltage life lines.
Began latest journal entry without using ''I."
Drove record distance with tank on empty.
Recovered Mystery from the Great & All Bountiful Vacuum.
Said Good Night, turned off the light to illuminate sleep.
Said Good Day, remembered gratitude
Remembered praise ...
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This Little Pigment Went to Market / Robert Dunn

"Theory: Remote Controls Were Built Not For Convenience,
But to Avoid Contact" / Matthew J. Dewald

xxm
Max "the Moose" Marsupiello works the
Sully County mountain resort circuit as an
"Instant painter," slopping eighty canvases
In two hours-two hours twenty if he signs
Them. But why would "the Moose" want to sign
These wrecks ... sorry ... works, resembling as
They do the fingerprints of steamed pasta
Pieces upon wallowing in psychochromatic
Pigment? Tourists tussle through spirited
Bidding wars to tote the objets d'art towards
Home, pretending to be incognito. Inside
Traders on confidential buying missions for
The Prado or Guggenheim. I ran aground trying
To run a racket resembling this rancid rigamarole
With poetry but I can only type 20 wpm, excellent
For a Shanghai stenographer working in local
Dialects but atrocious when using the Roman
Alphabet. This was even before Max "the Moose"
Slugged me with restraint of trade and
Trademark infringement suits.

200 000 000 Americans
One Cable Ready
Eye Among Them
XIV
I wait on tables
Just for awhile
I'm an actress.
XIX

Decision making by committee
-Batman or Tom & JerryThe bigger and louder child
Will decide.
A teaching to carry forever
XI
More tithes thru
the magics of TV
And we'll support
A Christian university
On the welfare checks of lonely ladies.
VI

I put my books, coins, pens, papers, sandwiches, pepsis, joints,
pants, pizzas
And videofilms on top
For lack of a coffeetable.
V

Reading Kerouac in my room
I only hear the words
Of Alf
XII

The OPPRESSOR
The OPIATE
The CONFORMING TOOLS of CAPITALISM

VII
You know what they say about the relationship between the size of
a man's TV screen and his dick ...
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David. Marine 1-(CLICK)-vivisect-(CLICK)-In 1981 a VX gas
attack killed. The final total: 4000 Iranians dead-(CLICK)-Beth
lehem-(CLICK)-

XXI

Silence in a room
Real voices silent in a room
Silent voices talked at
Silent voices don't respond
The crate speaks

XVI
Kill your television

XIII
Money, silk, sweaters, writers, sidekicks & Doc.
It's good to be the king

X

Edwin R Murrow-modem Mephistopheles
Charles in Charge of Carnal Cravings
XVII
The repairman knocks on the door
It is cold dark wet muddy noisy lonely
Mrs Johnson's cable went out
She needs her fix
Tonight

I
Come home
Flip it on
Lay down
Relax
Don't move

xv

vm

Lusty words are speed
Love is XTC
Under darkness is my connection
Sex is hallucinogenic
Touch is Lucy in the
Sky with
Diamonds
Syringe tongues
Take a drag on a lobe
Silence is intoxicating
Silence is Mother's Little Helper
TV is a long way down

We can convince 200 000 000 people not to make the right choices,
but to make our choices.
Television is our key.

IV

Up all night
Driving for Satori
OnCNN
The Kick in the Eye

m
(CLICK)-and in Baghdad there reigned terror from the skies-(CLICK)
What is a purdue chicken, Alex?-(CLICK)-but, you see, I thought
she said ''Monkey'' (laugh laugh)-(CLICK)-Raiders over Southern
Florida by a bucket-(CLICK)-You're in good hands-(CLICK)-the
new Bon Jovi-(CLICK)-doctors recommend-(CLICK)-celery
(CLICK)-the great Nolan Ryan-(CLICK)-next on HBO-(CLICK)
-stormed Lithuania-(CLICK)-no, we said Bud Light-(CLICK)
agony of defeat-(CLICK)-1 love you! Don't leave me. I'm forever
your-(CLICK)-vowel for $250.00-(CLICK)-latest developments
-(CLICK)-That's funny. These don't look like my shoes (laugh
laugh)-(CLICK)-patriot-(CLICK)-weight-(CLICK)-Camp

XXII
Dukkha rusts,
Despoils my country walks
Rustic bhavacakra
Is my bhavacakra
Dukkha personified
Is mr belvedere

xx
Does anyone really identify with Gomer?

xvm
Your mother's busy,
HONEY
Go watch TV,
HONEY
(Thank God for TV,
HONEY)
IX
Images flash BY
You stop to BE.
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August / Yangja Kim

Cobalt Green / Kuroda Iri

my mother dragged me off to the ward office
the index finger of my left hand
was dirtied by ink
no matter how hard I rubbed
it wouldn't come off
with the single tissue
the clerk had given me
it was the first time in my life
to register as a foreign citizen
again another
secret for a friend
walking home
beyond the asphalt road
was swaying and shaking
the summer I was fourteen

anise liqueur
figs and green grapes
grey
freighter juts out from Jureika Canal
she is on the pier concerned about lice
she is Andre's lover
below shoes, the cobalt green ocean
here at Harry's Bar in Venice

I hate summer
because I can't swim
from that day on
every August
I repeat those words

translated by John Solt

translated by John Solt
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Strange Juxtapositions/ Margaret Young

Imagine this: a high school gym; hundreds of red tissue roses hanging from the rafters;
Oriental music playing; the smell of fresh ginger. On every wall are slide shows of Cambodia.
At each end play videos of The Killing Fields. Families kneel around these scenes, speaking
their language. Little girls in sampots or jeans nod as the pictures are explained to them.
This is a wedding celebration.
The bride and groom enter through the girls' gym door. The groom wears white; the
bride, red. Her gown is skin-tight, sequined, embroidered, jew 1 d. Sh wears gold
necklaces, gold bracelets, gold earrings.
Their names are Lon and Tiida, and they were married two hours ago. They signed
their papers at the courthouse one block from Phong, the bride's brother, who shot his best
friend last Tuesday.
B.B. Jo, a.k.a. Babette Johnson, wasTiida'ssponsor seven yearsago,and is nowPhong's
lawyer. She wears her black hair in perfect French braids. When she enters a room, people
notice. When she enters the gym, holding hands with her sometimes lover Sherwood Kenton,
some of the wedding guests gasp.
Whisperings: "The lawyer. The brother's lawyer."
B.B. Jo and Sherwood stop in front of the first movie screen. It shows camel hump
mountains, near ones overlapping distant ones like a series of blue shadows.
One image fades to the next. Mountains turn to rice fields, then to ancient farmers
beside water buffalo, then to a lake with pelicans and gulls gliding overhead.
B.B. Jo thinks ''Paradise." Then comes the first shot of a refugee camp.
Two bloated children staring past chicken wire. Teenagers with Mao Tse Tung caps
and rifles. A dead-looking, starving woman, stunned by the camera, mouth open, strings of
spit between her lips.
Two ethereal landscapes-misted, lush-and then graveyards, camps, bones of the
murdered. An old farmer seeding grain, behind him a Russian tank. A child, a girl of six or
seven, reaching out as though she would embrace the camera.
"Her grand-daughter," a voice says. B.B. Jo turns to see Tiida's best friend, nicknamed
"Ducky." (B.B. Jo has never learned the girl's real name.)
"Her," Ducky says. She motions to a white-haired woman kneeling before the screen.
The slide changes.
"You see that-that my home there," Ducky says, meaning the bamboo hut that
replaced the child. A woman in front of the hut is waving. "My mother," says Ducky. "She
killed two week after that picture. You like cookie, yes?"
B.B. Jo nods. She has grown used to strange juxtapositions.
Last Saturday, B.B. Jo dropped in on the funeral of the boy Phong shot. She followed
the graveyard procession only to the county jail though, where she parked and went in to
Phong.
The cell glowed green with fluorescent lighting and no windows. It stank of vomit.
Phong, who had been crying, said, "Hell's bells. If it isn't my advocate."
She asked him what had happened.
Phong shrugged, grinned, and said, "I shot Sarni. Oh Missie, you should have seen his
blood. Pretty awful."

"Why did you?" she said.
'Will they let me out for Tiida's wedding?" Phong answered. "I surely do not want
to miss that wedding. You should see the plans. Auntie Li has used up all her savings. There
will be food we haven't eaten since we came. She's sending for it. I surely hope they don't
have me rotting here during the wedding. Can you get me out, Missie?"
'Was Sarni evil?" she said. ''Did he impugn your honor? Did you hate him?"
"I gave Sarni," he said, "another eye."
The bride rushes to B.B. Jo's arms. "Oh Missie," she says, and tells her this is a happy
day.
Behind them, volume-down minefields explode. These are bombs making contact in
The Killing Fields. Dust and sticks and red dirt shoot up like a geyser, glittering with bits of
metal the audience is to interpret as shrapnel.
Sherwood stands before the television, hands in his pockets, pipe in his mouth. It
strikes B.B. Jo that he is trying very hard to look moved.
There are gardenias in Tiida's hair, so sweet they're almost putrid.
"Tiida," says B.B. Jo, and then asks the bride on her wedding day why her brother
killed his best friend.
Sherwood glances at B.B. Jo, amused. Tiida simply nods, and leads her to two chairs,
as though this conversation had been anticipated, prepared for.
"Missie," says Tiida. "Phong has temper. You know that, yes?"
She doesn't know that.
"Oh yes, temper. Seems Sarni desired Phong's girl. This angered him."
B.B. Jo had not known of Phong's having a girlfriend either.
"They were playing, Sarni and Phong-certainly that is it. Certain my brother did not
intend it." Her eyes tear. ''He was to be best man, my brother. One sweet guy, Missie. But
feels too much. Takes lonely heart too serious." She puts her hand over her breast and looks
toward the gym door.
A family enters, parents and four children, all small, all with bright, shiny faces. Tiida
excuses herself and goes to them, embraces them, leads them to the food, where Sherwood
is also stocking up. He comes to B.B. Jo and announces that he has enough for them both:
chicken, rice, fried pork. "Eat, Babette," he says. "This is a wedding, dear. The
chicken-sublime. Tender as a ripe peach. I wonder how they prepare it. You must ask your
friend." He feeds her a forkful, and she tells him they're all wonderful cooks, that probably
Auntie Li made everything, then asks if he's enjoying the shows.
He laughs, glances around himself, says, "Can you imagine? Killing Fields at a
wedding! I mean, my Gaawd!"
"Maybe if Disney had made a cute little documentary about Cambodia, they'd show
that. As it is, this is all they have, right? This is home to them."
"Yes that's it, I'm sure. It's a deeply moving film, you know-but ghastly. Strange
seeing it here--obviously strange. At a wedding. Gaawd! But it's not just that, not just that
it seems out of place; it seems muted. You see it here with these--what do we say-these
survivors, while they're laughing in the background and eating this wonderful chicken, and
it seems so terribly mild. Do you understand me, Babette? I've been watching it untouched.
I feel almost guilty. I would feel guilty, except that the real people, the ones who went through
it, they're more jaded than I am."
B.B. Jo thinks, as he speaks, that he sounds very much like Winston Churchill, though
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Sherwood is from Kansas.
The music stops; the din of video and commentary continues. Enter: a teenaged girl.
Thin, almost as beautifully dressed as the bride, though her gown is brown and gold. She
mounts the platform stage, makes a Cambodian announcement, and kneels, arms crossed
above her head, fingers curled, pointed. It is a grotesque and a beautiful pose. She is old and
gnarled; she is young and graceful. Someone handcuffed; someone ready to dance.
The music begins again, louder than before. A single flute-like voice sings Cambodian
sounds. The dancer moves fingers, hands, legs as she mouths the words. There seems to be
something just out of her reach she's seeking. When she finishes, the music repeats, and t~e
wedding guests sing with it. Some of the young girls also do hand movements. Poca N011t
is called.
The bride and groom stand together as the guests sing, then dance around each other.
Auntie Li, the matriarch, brings B.B. Jo another ginger cookie, and watches her eat it.
She puts her arms around B.B. Jo's waist, lays her head on B.B. Jo's chest, speaks, thanks her,
says what she always says as a second greeting, ''We would be dead if not for you; you saved
us; you are our angel."
The bride comes to translate. "Auntie Li says..." and gives the speech B.B. Jo knows
already. Then, "Auntie Li says how is our Phong boy?"
''Tell her," says B.B. Jo, "how much he wanted to come. He talked about her
preparations. He was so sad to miss it."
Auntie Li nods, cocks her head to one side, her mouth gaping. She makes more
language.
"Auntie Li says we send him food. His girl take it."
''Phong's girl is here?" says B.B. Jo.
''The dancer," says Tiida. ''Phong's girl dance Poca N oi for us. Very good dancer, yes?
You like dance, Missie, yes?"
"Yes. Very much."
Auntie Li makes more foreign sounds. Her speech is rhythmic, melodic, a piece of
music going in and out of crescendo. Then abruptly, it's sharp, high, angry. Tiida the bride
answers softly, smiling. Auntie Li makes a quick gesture with her hands, almost clapping and
then flinging them up, fingers spread. Another dance. Tiida, still smiling, answers with
matching, though softer anger.
B.B. Jo demands translation.
"Oh Missie,"says Tiida, ''but these are secrets. She want to tell secrets."
"I didn't think you had secrets from me," says B.B. Jo.
"Only some," she says, smiling, teasing.
Auntie Li watches the bride with giddy horror, mouth pulled to a tragic mask, gums
gleaming.
''Missie," says the bride, "it just something. Phong upset if I say it. Phong loves you
so dear, Missie. For some time he really in love with you."
B.B. Jo laughs. Auntie Li laughs with her in a gush of relief.
''That's it?" says B.B. Jo. "That's what you were fighting about? A schoolboy crush?"
Tiida glances at Auntie Li, then says, ''No. But that why he would hate-ugly thing
she want me to say."
Auntie Li begins speaking again, first to the sponsor, then to the bride. Again, the two

of them argue, dance out their fury with quick hand gestures, glancing at B.13. Jo, glaring at
each other, until finallyTiida acquiesces, bows her head, shrugs. "Come with me, Missie," she
says, and leads her to the chairs.
The dancer returns onstage. This time she is dressed in a denim miniskirt and white
silk blouse. She sings ''We've Only Just Begun" in perfect English as Tiida tells B.B. Jo about
Phong.
"You know how sweet my brother is, yes? You never find sweeter guy." Tiida's
gardenias press B.B. Jo's cheek. "I don't want to speak these things, Missie," she says, then
looks at Auntie Li, who is somehow in control of this conversation. "Many terrible thing over
there, Missie," says the bride. ''Devastation. You explain this to jury, yes? Jury must
understand what we suffer, not true? Auntie Li right about this."
B.B. Jo breathes in the scent of gardenia. Sweet. Rich. Sweet.
"You know of the Angka Loeu, Missie, yes? Soldiers of the Angka, they take my
brother. He ten years old. There were other guys in jail. Angka say these other guys, they spy.
Angka say if my brother loyal, he have to shoot these guys. One of these guys, Missie, he our
older brother, name Leng. He age of Phong now. Angka, they give my brother the gun, make
him kill. This destroy Phong boy. If jury understand..."
B.B. Jo watches the bride's rings and bracelets shimmer. Tiida's hands are moving
constantly. Sherwood looks at B.B. Jo. She smiles for him. "Heartbreaking," she says to Tiida,
trying to make the word real. But this is hard, because she knows the story for a lie. She knows
from Tiida's hands.
''Heartbreaking," repeats Tiida, almost convinced herself.
"Yes," says B.B. Jo. "If the jury hears that story, they might understand."
''That true," says Tiida, desperate for absolution. "That so true, yes?"
''Yes," says B.B. Jo, hating her impeccable lawyer's intuition; hating the evasive look
in Tilda's eyes; hating that story for all its complexity and pathos and convenience.
And why the lie? She is certain it has to do with her being Phong's lawyer now: an
official, a finger of the government. But there are other reasons: the exclusive unity of a
threatened family, the bond of violence. She senses these motives, but does not fully
understand their meaning. There is, and has always, been a distance between herself (0
charitable self!) and her refugees. Never to be bridged. She does not know these people she
loves.
Sherwood approaches her with another forkful of chicken. Tiida returns to her groom.
"You must get the recipe for this," Sherwood says. "Promise me."
"All right. I promise. We can go now, if you'd like," she says. "I've done all I can."
"Oh? Yes,lsupposeit'stime." Heturnstothecrowdandwaveslikekingoftheparade.
Tiida waves back, beaming again. "Adieu," intones Sherwood, playing with his role. He
offers his arm to B.B. Jo.
Ahead of them, the miniskirted dancer exits, carrying two full plates of food, each
covered with foil. She's heading towards the jail, taking the tiny steps her miniskirt permits,
one foot daintily before the other, walking a tightrope.
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Chimayo / David Chorlton

From the Scorpion

A spider is burning in the sanctuary.
Tin icons curl on their nails

We are nesting in your household flowerpots
and raise our tails filled with lightning

and a doll's white hood
lies in a glass box on the balustrade.
A few desperate twigs

against a dark sky when you
cannot sleep. We are the ripples

cling together in a stove
while the custodian scrapes wax
from plastic roses with his fingernails.
The paper on the ceiling
peels away as clouds
gather above the red soil visitors take
as a cure for ague.
A pilgrim has nailed his coat to the door.
He sits in a derelict corner
where egg sacs swell
in the bubbles on the plaster wall
as he paints the face of a child
onto a sparkling web.

in your sheets, the itch in your ear,
and we drip
like honey from the edge of your sleeves.
We are in your deepest pockets
where you reach for a handkerchief.
We are the sting in your shoe. When it rains,
barrels fill with us
and every time you turn
the faucet, a scorpion
crawls out of the plumbing like rust.

Two Way Traffic

Nightfall

A duchess in exile has given birth
beside a wild briar. The skyline at her back
flashes against a storm
about to break. A river darkens
between gilded banks
as it changes courses. Earth and air
turn black and silver
as grasses shiver
around a ruin's traces.
Beside a winding road on the hills, the shutters
of a tavern are closed,
leaving a door open
where a young woman stands framed
by light from the room
peasants drink in, and sings
to the waking owls,
the newborn and the travellers
who are lost and cannot name
the country they are in.

Beside a freeway, with his bones
set loosely among his muscles,
a coyote trots along
the ditch while traffic
rushes in a line that cannot end.
His earth
is torn open, releasing
a force that roars between the edges
of the world. He wants
to run through the cars
to spaces that pull him on
the other side. All the while,
his pulse ticks
impatiently. He finally turns
back, and becomes transparent in the heat,
disappearing into soundless desert
where his feet touch
the ground like snowflakes.
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Witness

Our word for eating
does not translate
into your language
when it is earth
that is eaten. I have seen
my people fill
their mouths with soil
and swallow it to bury
their appetites. Their stomachs
believe for a while
but nobody says grace
until they take their guns
into the hills. Clothes
hang from trees
beside the roads, where
I recognise my disappeared
brothers by their shirts. You,
whose God is dead,
expect us to pray
but where there is
no faith without justice,
not the church
but our people are dying
and vanishing as if
they were airbrushed
from the photographs we
would place on their graves.

I could not shield
my face from the glare
of four white handkerchiefs
lying on the road. I knelt
to pick them up
and found beneath each one
a name scratched
on the ground. Your government
sends money for so many
weapons in such a small
country, while those
who come to help us
pay their way with their lives.
When spectacles are all
that remain of a man
on the grass outside his house,
I believe as I collect
the broken lenses
that these are the eyes
through which you see us.

For Ignacio Ellacuria S.J., Amanda Lopez S.J., Joaquin Lopez
S.J.,IgnacioMartin-BaroS.J.,SegundoMontesS.J.,JuanRamon
Moreno S.J., Elba Julia Ramos, Celina Ramos (murdered, 16th
November, 1989), Ita Ford, Jean Donovan, Maura Clarke,
Dorothy Kazel (murdered, 2nd December, 1980) and all the
victims in El Salvador
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Comers / Patrick Murphy

I couldn't see their faces and I assumed they couldn't see mine. Only the bandages
were visible and the white coats they made us wear.
'Why did you cover us up?" I had asked the guard.
He was a small, distant man. "There is nothing familiar to see," he said. "There is
nothing there of the past."
Their scalpels and suhires had recreated us all. I watched the other three, sitting in their
corners, their pads in their laps, pens in their fingers. I tried to remember how they had
appeared before. There had been warm, dark eyes. Had they changed even those, plucking
them from their sockets, replacing them with the eyes of guards? Jerne had been quick, a man
of flying gestures, manic in a fight. Which one of the stiff bandaged forms was he? I tried to
move the muscles in what had been my face, feeling out my nose, my chin, the varied separate
features. Could they even be called mine any longer?
Our cell was large and well lighted, betraying a certain style in the Animal's brutality.
No one ever denied him that. We were not beaten as long as we obeyed. Compared to others
I have known, we were treated well. But then, we had been the leaders. Or at least I think we
were. It's all becoming so indistinct.
No, I know we led the opposition. I remember...
There was a basement. All the doors but one were bricked up. There was a single
entrance from the alley. Our hole. Our home. We kept our supplies, so sorely won, in boxes
beneath the coal.
I remember scurrying against the curfew, the city dark and silent. The streets were
empty and glistened with the rain. I think. ..
I should begin. We must appear busy. We must produce our pages. Naturally, time
is allowed to search for the felicitous phrase or to recapture elusive memories, such as the color
of one's mother's hair or the apartment where one was raised. Indeed, I think it is the futile
search itseif that is important. I'm certain that only that is the true nature of the task the
Animal has set us.
At first, I had thought he wanted information, names and addresses, plans and
resources, but why then has he deliberately confused our thoughts? The body is a more
proper target for his attentions.
"You are to write down everything," the guard had said. "Every thought, every idea,
from the moment of your birth. Think of it as your autobiography." He had smiled coldly.
"Think of it as your greatest work."
The blank page is terrifying, the memories slip away. We are forced to write what we
increasingly forget. It is enticing to jot down what we can recall, as if by doing so the moments
somehow are safe forever. Perhaps I alone refuse the bait. I have been trained in such things,
or at least I feel I have, though the concrete instances fail me. I was once a writer and now am
just a cheat.
I think instead about the Animal, a mediocre man, of average height and standard
intellect. We tend to exaggeration, we the desperate, and often consider his 1us t for power and
his greed nearly cosmic forces. But they are human. He has been fourteen years a despot,
inordinately lucky, potently corrupt. A sister of mine he carried off, a brother now is missing,
or at least I think that is the case.
A guard enters our cell, followed by a doctor and his assistant. They wear the same

coats as we. Their faces are immobile.
Jeme or Derek or Michael, it's so hard to tell who is who, moves on his chair and moans.
The one across from me shouts muffled words. I make no movement, no gesture of any kind.
I have grown too crafty.
The assistant rolls up my sleeve. I am surprised to see the skin of my arm. It looks the
same, a familiar friend. The injection is quick, the nausea almost immediate, followed by the
pain. The searing! As if my body burned. I imagine layers of skin blackening and floating
to the floor, like the charred pages of a book. Before, I had tried to play the man, but now I
scream unashamedly. What does it matter? I ask myself, when no one anymore knows just
who I might be.
The pain passes, draining slowly away, leaving the mind confused. New memories are
gone, I know. There are vacancies, large areas of mystery in what had been normal just
seconds before.
'Write!" the guard commands.
I look at the pad in front of me, then over at the others. They are in pain, I see. Their
feet and hands move uncontrollably. Someone gasps.
'Write!"
"Zhiswayva comforted me," I begin, though I think I have never known anyone of that
name. "I had hurt myself playing. The others were so rough, but I found surcease in her
matronly arms. She was large and soft, padded with the years of :motherhood. I loved her
greatly."
It is, of course, a lie. The words come to me effortlessly. I glance up and see the others
struggling. I want to tell them my secret, that honor and conscience are not rewarded here,
but secrets are reserved for the papers on our laps.
"Zhiswayva," I wrote, "the comfort of my land, my home."
The sun sinks but the light never grows dim. The high fluorescents flood the shad
owless room. We write on, the pages piling higher and higher in our individual stacks, the
burden of our lives and dreams, then the guard walks up to each of us and takes the pads
away. Jerne, or Michael, or Derek resists, holding on with desperate fingers, until force pries
him off.
The guard is a small man, or have I mentioned that already? He walks around our cell
with a stern, forbidding look, as if we were school children who had not performed to his
expectations.
"Now," he says, "we begin again." He hands the papers back, but not in the order he
took them.
I look down at the strange words written in another's hand. ''My true love was named
Vera, and we had a son before she died."
"Continue them," the guard says, "exactly as you find them written."
I don't want to read this. I blush at the truth I see. I look around the room. The others
moan and mutter loudly now. One man stands, jumping to his feet, another falls from his
chair and lies motionless on the floor. "Don't tell the truth!" I shout. I say the words, but no
one hears or understands. The bandages are too tight, my mouth too new an organ for
meaningful communication.
I cheat. I do not follow orders. I look at the words in front of me. I add new ones
without effort. The memories do not matter nor the thoughts they have so ruthlessly stolen.
Nothing matters but only what I can create and time allowed to do so. I am like a distant God,
perfect in my uselessness.
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on the decision that the only universal language would be spoken from the stretched
skin of a drum / Matthew]. Dewald

before perpetually dying carbonites left behind wastes
when the only footprints in the sand were pressed from the soles of
the wind,
when cliches were not yet cliches,
the morning after the night of the meeting of the board
of arcsines, of waves, of lights, of perpetual motions and
not-so-perpetual motions, of gravity (and his forgotten
brother), of soils, of phosphates, resistivity, of conductivity,
of surface tension and magnification, of entropy and enthalpy,
of Newton's legislators, of moons and suns and pebbles,
on the morning the planet formed the physics
and finalized finally the decision that people shall be divided by
culture, by language, by shoesize, by religion, by ethnicity, by
dress, by football matches, by adjectives, by adverbs,
but not by emotion or the power of mathematical timing to breathe
emotion into all,
the decision that music would thus be the language of the one
commonality to be shared by all on the planet and that it would
be wordless, still,
on the mornings the planet made the decision that music would express
its'beings' sole communal pool, that of emotion from which all
could drink (though like the Gideons, some would bend down to it
while others would raise the fluid to their lips)
i overslept.

I I

I

while i slept people split into small tribes.
some went to the hills to live while others went to the valleys to
live
(then there was a brief intermission from mister thurber)
dividing cells
dividing organisms
dividing kingdoms
dividing peoples
still one commonality
from the pounding on taut animal skin

pounding which crossed oceans
stretched over vast emotions
some spoke with stretched intestines and still others with windy word
residues and still the pounding silent and heard, behind in the
mosses.
i think my dream that night involved poultry
(i must confess i awoke and found i could not whistle)
when the sun overpowered my drapery, my sleeping soul and i awoke.
20 timely units later i had combed my hair, learned my alphabet,
taken walks in the country, been robbed in the city and had
breakfast with o.j.
kafka crawled out from under my bed
i accidently stepped on him dancing to the beat
while i prepared for the day of my life, growing and moving around
the globe in mathematical meters, music flowed from common souls
in the uncommon world through people now divided thoroughly and
bickering and babbling, speaking more slowly and loudly down the
barrels of guns mistaking this for understanding and calling it
diplomacy
people who would occasionally stop and hear the sounds of the rhythms
that screamed emotions battered and bruised and crying and
laughing and dancing but mostly battered and bruised by the
pounding of the drum
and all of the emotion felt as emotion ought to feel
so there it is, bruised and battered and all together bruised and
battered as emotions as it ought to feel, so there it is
and then the people would hear no more and leave the wordless speech
behind
and begin again to speak loudly and slowly (because if you speak
LOUDLY and SLOWLY) you may down the barrel of a gun speak loudly
and slowly but only with words
so you point sharply and fire quickly and then there was no point in
talking.
i wiped kafka from my sole.
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Untitled / John Melvin

as i said, it was the morning that music became the only expression
common to humanity for the only experience common of humanity
& i had overslept
i was still groggy from my education and in my haze turned on my
stereo.
the music dripped from my speakers and fell onto the floor
falling and cascading and dropping and precipitating and falling (and
a very small man went over in a barrel) onto the carpet.
music all fell and lay in a pile on the carpet on my floor
all this music from my speaker fell onto the carpet on my floor lying
in a pile on my floor, physically lying there, not just in
metaphor.
before me lay the human experience on my floor
the pile lying on my floor was the decision made that morning, was
lying on my floor, was the commonality of all that lives
lying on my floor was always and everywhere the drum that was heard
or unheard and always there heard or unheard and i understood
all lying on my floor except the words,
but there were no words on my floor,
the music lies on my floor and i understand it all for i am human and
lying on my floor, sticky with the decision made that morning
while i slept.
since i have uttered no words.

Here is the railroad. One way: two miles
home. Blocks of houses stood behind you
in streets of parked cars under a sky
that spanned everywhere train tracks went.
There were bridges. You knew you'd jump
if a train came, and you couldn't swim.
You followed these rails.
Here is where you were fourteen and called
to the horizon where train tracks went.
You wanted an answer. Always you remember
your one word. Not a train came.
After scraping gravel there's no sign
of who you were, no bones or a shelter
you made to hold your voice. No trains.
Shadows of clouds run over you.
You hear the word you made through twenty years.
You only know where it started. There were bridges,
no trains, a dog lying dead on the rails.
One step every two ties helped you forgive
your home through sweat. You had no choice.
It was two miles, and here you are again.
You knew who you were. You said, "Yes."

305 / M.E.

No free lunch/ James Heller Levinson

Graham

Isaac Bashevis Singer, I understand
the lament for a street erased by the
ravages of Nazism, but it was not war
instead it was age and the ebb and flow
that has accompanied time that has re
moved the houses I played in as a boy.
They are torn down. They do not exist in
1989. They were torn down by urban renewal,
and Germantown can only be understood by
the better houses that remain. Gone are the
youth who emerged as computer experts, poets,
students and engineers. Each with a signifi
cant infirmity that grew out from there. Ger
mantown circa 1963 exists eternally as part of
the collective unconscious that rises up as a
sweet stench in the nostrils of God. He has
prepared the old houses replete with family and
friends deceased. In the seeds of life our fathers
have implanted temporary immolation throughout our
loins, and eternal salvation can be had only by
education from vanity and distrust of devilish in
fluences.

The problem is this:
I want to be inside you
tight deep inside you but
want to be relieved
of the moments preceding
and succeeding this.
Put another way,
I want to fuck
for free.
Like I want to drive
my car and not have to
pay for gas or change
the oil. Want a green
lawn but not have to
come home at night
and water.
There is no free lunch.
To be inside you I
have endless hours of pain
to endure.
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This is Not the Village Voice

I Kenneth H. Brown

... And neither is the Village Voice. Here we go again. Ira is relentless. Two pieces in
Nexus was not enough. He advises me to write another one. I don't know what it is about this
guy.. He's like a tractor pushing you closer and closer to the end of a cliff that you're not willing
to fall off: one step closer, one inch more, just a little more. And the strange thing about it is
that Ilisten to him. What is it about him? Who is this guy with the beard (he had it dyed brown
in North Carolina) who talks about raisins and birds sitting on his head?

Also, these books clearly make the point that the quickest way to nullify a peace
movement is the rise of a despot. There were very strong sympathies against war in England
in those days because of the slaughter experienced in the First World War. The rise of Hitler
killed that. It reminds me of the anti-war movement in this country after Vietnam which the
Republicans managed to nullify with the rise of Hussein. (I love the pacifists and leftists who
screamed about supporting our troops.)

I got the title for this piece by looking up at the wall from my typewriter and seeing an
Obie award my play, "The Brig," won in 1964. I was reminded that in those days, the Village
Voice was about alternative lifestyles and politics, an American theater movement, racial
issues, European films, and the charm of the old neighborhood. I stopped reading the paper
about fifteen years ago when it became a forum for now fashions, punk rock (or whatever they
called it) and soppy nostalgia. I can't imagine what it must be about now that the Village no
longer exists. Anybody who claims that the Village exists, I ask to meet me at the corner of
Hudson and Charles about five-thirty in the afternoon. I'll ask them to look at the nannies
delivering their charges to the young mothers coming home from Wall Street in their four
hundred dollar dresses and tennis shoes. And here comes the young father in his three-piece
suit. They've got an apartment for upwards of fifteen-hundred dollars a month (if they rent
it) that is made up of three or four apartments that student actors, dancers, painters, and
writers used to rent for sixty dollars a month each. These people came from their colleges in
the Midwest and moved into the Village because it was romantic, and they wound up killing
off all the romance. They chased those with artistic ambitions out of the neighborhood and
replaced them with the stresses, neuroses, and anxieties of their usuristic professions.

I think that the difference between the two events was that Hitler was the result of a
sick but natural ferment in the Europe of the time while the threat of Hussein and the fact that
he was a despot who had to be stopped was a creation of Corporate and Republican
propaganda. This is proven by the fact that we didn't take the guy out, and he's still killing
people. We were really only concerned that he didn't fuck with the oil business. Anyway,
interesting stuff.

When I started this piece, I wanted to tell you about this series of books I'm reading
about the upper-class Englishmen who became Russian spies in the Second World War. It
seems that when they were kids and went to public schools like Eton and Harrow, a majority
of their dons were homosexuals. Itwasalsotruethattheseschoolswereexclusivelymale. The
kids didn't see a woman except when they went home on holiday. Of course, homosexual
activity was strictly taboo, so the dons and the gay kids had to be very careful. A kid could
be expelled and marked for life. A don could be fired and cast out of his high social class. The
dons, therefore, schooled the kids meticulously in the arts of subterfuge, deceit, and secrecy.
When these kids moved on to Oxford and Cambridge where things were much the same, they
were enlisted into the communist cause as the only salvation from the fascism of Hitler's
Germany. (This was in the Thirties.) They required very little training in the art of spying.
They had been doing it for years. (You must remember that the English, with the exception
of Churchill and a few others, were appeasing the Nazis at the time.)

In closing, I'll tell you what I want to know.
I want to know everything President Bush had to do with the Iran/Contra scandal
from the beginning when he was running the CIA.
I want an itemized account of every penny the goverment has allocated in the "drug
war." I want to know why it has no effect whatever on the supplyor the demand. Somebody's
getting rich in this number.
I want to know what use a four billion dollar slush fund is being put to that was
allocated to keep the American government running in case of nuclear attack.
I want to know why so much money was allocated by Congress to the Stealth Bomber
project on the basis of so little information.
I want to know how much of the ozone layer is destroyed by the hydrocarbons released
every time a space shuttle is launched.
I want a detailed account of every conversation Noriega and Hussein had with an
American from the time they came into power until this moment.
And I want you to know that certain lawyers are trying to exempt themselves from
being prosecuted in the S&L scandal by getting a law passed through Congress that will
prevent them from being tried on the RICO statute. (That's the one that deals with gangsters.)
Oh, by the way, how about the names of each and every person who profited from the
S&L scandal? See you around.
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French Vogue / Paul Grillo

(For my wife Anita Fiset, Taurus)
It's the hour when cities peek in the mirror
It's the moment when shadows slick back their hair
It's the instant when cameras are struck numb & blinded
by eyelids varnished with saxophone dust
The sidewalks are thick with coincidence
Everybody belongs somewhere else
A new hand pages through an old French novel
A glove recites codenames in a Cocteau film
Hit's four in the afternoon in Philly, it's almost midnight
on the Champs Elysees
The cabbies are nursing the torchsingers' smiles
You crisscross the day like an unclaimed rumor
Instructing the pavements in mystery walks
Your silhouette framed by the breathstops of skyline
Slick with the tones of your new Fall lipstick
Whose French name derives from ''Forgetfulness"
I recognize you from another lifetime ...
A slow-shuttered time of signs & whispers
Of highheels & tiptoes
Of White Russian moonlight & opium mists
When Josephine Baker leashed cheetahs in diamonds
And Brassai had Night unmask for his lens
When Picasso made sketches of girls on napkins
And streetpoets slowdanced with Coco Chanel

I know you as I know the camera
Translating minor fictions into "might-have-beens"
Your goblin hat slouches like a reckless Apache
In the luminous haze of Anais Nin's houseboat
Your one perfect earring goes in search of its double
Through warcloud compartments of a Jean Renoir train
Your schoolgirl-white stockings climb the steps of a chapel
To steal a novena from the Vichy police
It's the hour when eyeliner imitates science
It's the moment when workmen speak the language of Sartre
It's the instant when statues touch-up their sorrow
With powder stolen from magicshop shelves...
When both clerks and contessas are equal in the face
of their secrets
When nothing is more obvious than a miracle
And hemlines match lovesongs shimmer-for-shimmer
poised indiscreetly between "yes" and "no."
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Asa / Jack Hirschman

Tuesday, 1943

(Asa Benvenisre, 1926-1990)
I died
At the hands of a man
Like a slogan
A man with wirerimmed glasses
And a pasty moustache
An ordinary man a desperate man
A man as final as a wax carnation
A man with a thimble
And rubber gloves
A man I saw in the dentist's office
A man I saw buying his godson
Ice cream
a man with a purpose
A family man
A man with nosebleeds
Instead of eyes
They arrested me in a crowded dancehall and took me
without a word through the rain.
Many miles into the country
Many miles by car and freight
The hospital smelled of carnations
And urine
And the mildewed bottoms
of paper shoes.
I was brought in wet and fit
With blinders
And sealed inside a polished glass
bell.
Electro-shock
I could have been her lover
Lobotomy
I was made to remember ...
The paperweight
Falling through ultramarine.

I can't conceive of you that way
without my skull filling with our belly laughter, and the curve
of a dirtpath down the lots at the end of a street in the Bronx.
Old friend, see what you went and did?
kicked the bucket with your tin leg
down the long final stoop, and the dead neighborhood
came alive as if for a fire

Now I carry _a head at my side, thigh-high,
in my hands held up to the sun,
on my shoulder, on my arm,
in my thought at the tip of my pen
I carry an essence of Asa
who was brother though not blood,
a palm on the shoulder of childhood,
a sway of the magic of the poem,
who went off to war
and living afterward in exile
kept a fingerpoint on me
that inade the island far away next door

For a spell of years we traveled the poem together,
though continents apart, by in and exhaling
gematrias of the art of the jazz of words"Chances are ... "
Chance hasard
Chance is czar
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about covers it,
and the design therein
of all those paths where seraphs and serifs
and sephers multiplied

Now he's supposed to be one with the spaces between and around
and within the letters he most adored,
a style and content at last,
but the bucket's anxious racket as it tumbles
sounds like Fire
and the ladders called out simply won't lie down
precisely because they're also your poems

I'll always see him, arms widespread, skipping and jumping
at the top of the steps of the sublime stoop,
which were the forms of his poems themselves,
put together, mundane with arcane,
by his lifting of the letters by the seats of their pants,
turning them over and inside out,
making pacts with the absences within and between them,
dancing them down to the pitchpenny street
and through the cracks making books
of pinpointedly succinct sophisticated alchemies
that could mint new Abrahams at the bottom of the Yellow River
in the Third Century B.C. and make them sound
like daffodils on Hebden Heath

I just can't conceive of you that way
without my skull filling with our belly laughter, and the curve
of a dirtpath down the lots at the end of a street in The Bronx.
A little kid can turn on it
with a stompy clomp of dust,
in knee-pants, tee-shirt,
knickers in the fall.
You did.
Me too.
Meet you there after school.

It was always bright darkness when Asa at table
spelled out the lineage of alphabets and trees,
dazzling the babblers with his style of understatement,
perfectly inserted like a synchrony,
and the seams of paranoia would split at his hip
deep self-deprecations,
and the wood as if hypnotized stripped to its
mystic glyphs
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From Forgotten Penguins

I Valery Oisteanu

The Shopping Bag Lady

Have a Nice Concussion

Out of my studio window I can see her every day, unpacking her belongings on the
sidewalk. First a big blanket, and then, in an orderly manner, old clothes, appliances, several
pairs of shoes, pocketbooks and other odds and ends.
She is a true packrat, recycling street garbage with a speed that overruns the pickup
trucks. She knows that she has to be faster than the sanitation men. With the tip of her
umbrella, she pierces the plastic bags, and then with the light touch of a diagnostician, she
probes the insides. Here she feels a Toastmaster. She brings it out through the hole and stores
it in her shopping bag. Lately she has acquired a shopping cart from a supermarket and her
productivity has skyrocketed. Now she collects over 200 cans a day.
She walks strangely, as if ducking flying bullets. It is the walk of a survivor in an urban
jungle. She wears a smile that translates into a monopoly on agony, like the secret laughter
of madness and melancholy. Her dress can be characterized as layered, and her talk is a
delicious non-stop barrage. A diary ofsorts made up from her previous life: she was married,
had a job as an elementary school teacher. She now sounds more like a guzzling philosopher.
In the morning she stumbles close to St. Marks Church and slowly unpacks her
treasures of despair. She leaves them for a brief moment and steps into the backyard, where
she pisses on the historic graves without squatting. By the time she returns, someone has
stolen her baggage cart. She looks around, lets out a long fart and packs her things back into
her shopping bags.
·
It is hard to see her face, covered as it is in a golden hood. Her walk is always a zigzag,
getting out of the line of fire, escaping some invisible chase, turning some non-existent comer.
Her coat is secured by a cord tied around her waist.
She lies down on a bench overlooking the East River. The Coca-Cola sign flashes from
Queens, across the water. She falls asleep dreaming of a beautiful wedding where the priest
is touching her crotch with a burning candle. She wakes, finding her coat on fire and some
junkies laughing as she desperately tries to get out of her layered inferno. In agony she jumps
over the rail into the freezing water. Later that day her body is found, having been washed
under the Brooklyn Bridge, still clutching her shopping bags.

Einstein II was living in an ancient tunnel once used by subway trains as a depot. Now
there were only some old wrecked cars and metal scrap, abandoned tools and rails snaking
into the darkness. From time to time one could hear the faraway cries of hysterical
locomotives and the grinding of tortured wheels. It sounded like an enormous beast was
trapped in an unending labyrinth of caverns, desperately trying to get out.
Then, a stinking silence.
Albert IT was a tunnel rat. He spent most of his time listening to a radio he had found
on the subway steps. The reception was poor, and the rattling of the passing cars along the
overhead tunnels added to the collage of sounds.
In his special corner, Einstein II accumulated a collection of old fans and lamps. The
lamps ranged from chandeliers to working neon tubes. On his big head, he wore a miner's
lamp equipped with batteries. In his old age, it was harder and harder to find a way out. He
had detailed maps and often tried to avoid the active lines and tripping over their third rails.
A manhole two miles south came out in Inwood Park. Sometimes he would spend the
night there, in a shallow cave that reminded him of the tunnel. It had a special echo, a sort of
a breezing sound, and if you stuck your head alongside the stones you could hear the
heartbeat of Manhattan.
Lately, Einstein II had been collecting bicycle parts. A new invention was on its way
here finally was a justification for his name: a bicycle that would ride on a subway rail. He
assembled all the parts, with the bare wheels built to hug the rail. No tubes, no tires: now he
could go out into the sun every day.
When he finished his invention, Einstein II gave it a final greasing and then fell asleep
hugging the "loco-cycle" with a big smile on his wrinkled face. Unfortunately, he never woke
up. The radio was announcing a big water main break on Ft. Washington A venue. The water
swallowed the tunnel.
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The Man Who Confronted the Jumbo Jet
After leaving the hospital where he was treated for amnesia for the past two months,
patient 000 was sitting on the street talking to a dog. Meanwhile, at the hospital reception,
many identities of patient 000 started printing out from the computers around the country.
Either our patient had multiple personality syndrome, or a criminal record that made him
change his identities. Such a conflict is a normal contradiction of our daily quest. The
antagonism is between multiple personalities and only one identity. After a while, the patient
000 walked unobserved on a tarmac and onto runway 211 of the main airport, trying to stop
the 2 p.m. Concorde to London. As the plane accelerated, ready for the take-off, the man
known only as patient 000 was walking toward the plane waving his arms around like a
helicopter. The plane tried to takeevasiveactionand tried toabortthetake-off. But suddenly,
a short and passionate kiss hit, shook the plane. Braking really hard the pilot stopped the
supersonic white-nosed bird before it reached the barrier at the end of the asphalt on runway
211. The patient 000 was found tangled in the landing gear, but still alive. As his body was
taken virtually piece by piece off the front landing gear, the plane's hydraulic system started
bleeding with a red fluid that soon was dripping over the technician and pilot kneeling to
inspect the damage.
The plane was slumped on its front paw like a wounded animal over the now dead
body of Mr. LouNigrant,Mr.JohnDoe, with Navajo bloodinhisfarnilytree. This is his story:
One upon a time there was a stubborn man who travelled through the boroughs by
subway, living in the stations and in Grand Central Station by night and on the streets by day.
At night an elaborate and simple zen activity took place: four milk crates stuck next to each
other, on top a multi-color assemblage of blankets resembling a futon, and a plastic cup for
his tea, made out of roots of Devil's foot, an African plant that somebody brought. This tea
helped him to sleep.
In the morning, he would fill the plastic crates with the roll-up futon and his belong
ings, turning it into a colorful backpack. He had no birth certificate, no travel papers, no
marriage certificate, no pictures, no business cards, no credit cards. He simply had a small
piece of ubiquitous wallpaper, and on the reverse side, somebody had scrawled a phone
number. This phone was his lifeline. He would perform simple duties, like being a witness
to a deal, or to a notarized paper. He was a professional witness paid $5-$10 per paper signed.
He would collect, during the day, bottles and cans, cans and bottles. Some people called him
the bottle hunter. He liked the plastic ones. They were easier to carry. All of his findings he
would carry to the trash pit, the secret place under the stairs, or under the manhole, night after
night. His belongings were at one time occupying the entire abandoned building on East 5th
Street.
The first three floors were full of canned cat food, and mountains of blankets and
sweaters and coats. The rest of the house was full of junk, parts of a school bus, dentist chairs,
several hundreds of mannequins, a bas-relief from a demolition. The population of his squat
colony was 15 cats and several pigeons. He would feed them three times a day, and often ate
the same food. On a Thanksgiving Day he decided to sacrifice several older pigeons for a
grand barbecue. The cats refused to eat pigeons. So he had to eat pigeon stew by himself for
days.
At night, usually, he had friends visiting for a hot cup of coffee, but since that major
fire, people started calling him Mister Disaster. Young photographers showed up to do a

story on him for an underground newspaper. They set up lights and rearranged his
belongings to look like a surreal movie set, with dentist chairs in a perfect orderly row. The
cats took their positions in each chair and Mister Disaster dressed in a white doctor's coat. He
cleaned their teeth and claws. Suddenly, one of the cats triggered an electric spark from a
broken outlet and started a small fire. Soon, all the cats were jumping around and Mister
Disaster's belongings were on fire.
After a long battle, the flames were doused with water. Most of his belongings were
reduced to ashes.
The state agencies conducted a massive search but his body was never recovered.
Mister Classic
They call him Mister Classic because he repeats, continuously, ''I got class." He
brought begging to an art. When he encounters a passerby, his usual sentences are: Please
help me, brother, to get to Africa," "Can you spare for a condominium?" or just a simple, "I
have no place to go." In the morning, he is begging for a coffee. In the afternoon, for a soup.
And at night, for a drink.
In the darkness, I was looking for Mister Classic when, by chance, I kicked a box by the
roadside and it groaned. Something or somebody had moved inside. It startled me and
suddenly I realized that all around on this small plot were boxes inhabited by singles and
families, by homeless with pets or potted plants. Looking inside I saw cardboard walls
decorated with pictures, and nearly all the boxes had mattresses and portable radios. Some
had other flattened boxes for mattresses and blankets. Most of them had coats on top of the
coats, and some had even rugs.
One of the homeless was passing out a xerox newsletter called The Nameless Empire
Gazette. The editorial was written by a famous garbologist, urban anthropologist S.K.
Avenger. Other articles were written by special investigative reporters, H. Obo and A.
N onymous, two of the best on the East Coast. They were discovering homeless people hiding
at the bottom of the belly of the beast, and I was tagging along, taking pictures of homeless
men sleeping on the streets, on subway platforms, under the bridges, and most often, under
the staircases, like the one on 29 St. Marks Place between Anaconda Restaurant and East
Village Leather. When it's raining, it's the driest spot on the street.
The newest fashion is a burlap sack with a hole for the head and a barbed wire belt. Or,
a plastic garbage bag overturned with holes for the head and the hands. I call it the fashion
of despair. The young men sharing drugs talk about their women who are in jail for
shoplifting. One of them tells about a pair of kids who live inside a statue of a German
shepherd dog in a pet cemetery.
The sun is rising and Mister Classic is on the loose again, looking for a free breakfast,
a soup kitchen, or the vegetarian free meal given by the Hare Krishna.
Can you each spare a dollar? he addresses a crowd of schoolchildren .. They quicken
their pace down the street, avoiding the beggar. I have no change, says the last one. Mister
Classic isn't fazed. Carry on, he says with an optimistic tone. The census people try to talk
to him. This time he avoids them, and disappears like a grain in the desert.
11
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Life Near Madame Tussauds / Alison Stone

I am in my room with the Ramones.
Dead idols stare
With two-dimensional, unblinking eyes.
My sterilizer perches
On the desk, trying to boil London
From my contact lenses. The window's raised
And waiting like a guillotine. I hear
Bursts of foreign laughter
As the tourists pass. A slouching photographer,
His face hidden by a checkered cap,
Puts parrots on their shoulders,
Yanking them off again if the tourists won't pay.
They head for the museum to see Lady Di
And movie stars, complaining about the holes
In their shirts that the claws have torn.

like pulling fish through the ice/ Joel Kuper
like a ripple
in the well,
we shall masticate
death by the mouthful
you, me
both unable to count
the missiles grouped
in the sky
for lack of purpose
or knowledge
and like a white-out
on the windswept
Saskatchewan prairie
love covers everything
and blinds
and freezes to
the very marrow
the flesh of
your thigh.
we'll walk the
underground road
with handfuls of
dust and honey;
to the sky
my love
to the sky ripped
open like the knee
of a child on gravel,
ohhh whisper to me
like a tumbler
of mezcal stalking
across the counter,
explain one more
time why you
have to die
the death of the
dead gone hunting,
or we could
always felicitate
the rain-soaked
tomb-stabbed grass
with naked skin.
we can do nothing
else but live
through our love
inchoately,
like a fetus
bereft of life.
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What Lies Below / David Sumner

On the back of the Vista Ridge
in the Palmer Cemetery, I walked
the lanes between the headstones
through the treeless plots,
until in the western edge
near the golf course, beside the tomb
of a man, I discovered the old depression
of a child's grave. I lay down,
fitting myself into the shallow subsidence,
on my stomach in the sweet grass,
peering through sharp briers
of bent red roses with my old fingers touching
the thick, trimmed grass,
and something much darker.
Deep in a stand of cottonwood
the huge trees leaned against the wind,
tufts of cotton
swirled around the forgotten gravestones.
I sat up and watched some golfers
tapping in their putts on the seventh green,
then afterwards to retrieve the balls,
they careless! y plunged their hands down
to the wrists into the depths of the green.
I could see that one man paused, jerking,
stumbling backwards as if terrified,
seeming to brace and move strangely,
as if something inches below the surface
of the world had caught his fingers;
like before my eyes I had seen the sharp teeth
of the earth grab hold,
and the feeding begin:
the quiet, endless swallowing.

Elmer at Yale / William E.H. Meyer Jr.

He drove into the city at night,
glanced down the narrow streets
at the chapels. Parked and ate
at Jack-in-the-Box.
Yawned.
He got a motel miles away
and a manager who had seen
Galveston Bay. On his map
he put the non sequitur:
'read Robert Pinsky.'
At dawn, in his blue Grand Prix,
he said a prayer for all the saints
in prison.
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Jabet #5 / David Rondinelli

Went carefree to town for bookstore goofing and met
a friend and his friend with her son oh probably t n
years old no more than such
So idly I was leafing peaceful through an old yearbook
pretty pictures and "don't do anything I wouldn't do
(heh, heh)'' inscriptions grin jazzing me thus when these
people began talking about blacks negroes and the mother
can't understand sneer why blacks won't do something
anything productive ya know? like why do they career
steal and rape and like want to live in the ugly projects
filthy and teach their young to be animals and like prey
on always us and blah hatred blah ignorance and I held
my tongue being civil not my usual self and held the
book tighter and saw very color pictures photos of blacks
young and whites young purely smiling back
And the boy ten years old now if not nine said, "I think
everybody's all pretty much the same," and his mother
said nothing and the others said nothing less as my mind
flashed popped and the youngster-boldster said, "ya know,
I wish I was Spiderman so I could go back in time and
fix everything," and my heart leaped across the room
faster than my words thanking him not enough thanking
him possible.

Cross

I John Wright

for bringing the good news of Jesus
to the black neighborhood
six blocks away from our church
my father and all the other elders
had crosses burned on their front yards
when I was sent out on Saturday mornings
12 years old, pale and shy
among the shotgun houses
to sign up kids for Sunday School
I was afraid
but when I came out that summer morning
and smelled the kerosene
saw the burned two by fours
fear was no longer a black face
staring at me behind a screen door
fear came in the dark while I slept
fear knew where I lived
fear said don't cross the line
never forget
to always be afraid

--

•

Van Le
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Cataracts / Bertolt Clever

Widows Travel

Grace has had cataracts
in both eyes.
On the porch in her old housecoat,
she asks in a raspy voice,
'What color is that car over there?
Hey, is that a blue car?"
"Hey, that yellow cat, does it
have white paws?"
We accomodate her.
"Hey, what color is your wife?
Is your wife black?"
We lie.

After the man's backbone breaks,
a widow travels to Petersburg or Venice
where between the pieces of city
lovely ancient water languishes,
in Amsterdam or Vienna.
Hunched but sturdy, a widow travels
to southern Bayern where young Ludwig II,
mirroring the Sun King,
built for seven years
a palace auf Herreninsel
to live in it ten days
before leaving it
unfinished to History
and laid himself to rest
in warm water.
But a widow does not travel to Berlin,
because she has already
been broken once
down the middle,
and she does not like the space
between the pieces
barbed-
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Background

airplane: / charlie mehrhoff

and naked we run,
we of the Painted People,
towards the clearing,
the hut,
to tell the padre
that his cross
it dances
across the sky
free of the man,
free of the man.

the Priestess
she cannot move
beneath the weight
of her necklace
the teeth
of a thousand generations
driven from the wild
in the full grass
of a wandering moon
a high streak of violence
runs
through her hair
with Indians
wrapped in blankets
in the back seats
of old chevys
with blown out windows
heading south
on Interstate 25
below
the lights of Spear Blvd.
Denver town
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Choice

begin with fact:

between AD 200 & AD 400
the metal workers of La Tolita
made fishhooks out of gold,
to the east
others terraced the slopes of the altiplano,
prayed for rain,
potatoes,
quinoa,

the scream of the condor
published in my ears.

had a talk with G-d last night,
this was his offer:
all my sins forgiven,
all my debts paid,
everyone i ever fucked over or fucked
reborn & made to feel clean,
no more pain for my eyes,
bulldozers & tanks
rust in to ant hills,
nothing more ever dreamed of or manufactured
to melt the skin,
hunger not even a word,
only one language,
love.
yeah,
all this,
all this,
or i could have stars on my boots.

& you should see them babe,

everyone wants a pair.

David Arnett
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Song-for Charlie Mehrhoff/ Kell Robertson

I heard a song once
out of the wind of a Kansasprairie
out of the moans of
a whore going down
for more humiliation
out of my heart dying
out of the last sad sigh
of forgetfulness
out of the rain falling
or a child's happiness
at the sight of a teddy bear
they always told her
she couldn't have.
I heard that song once
and it won't go away
won't disappear like
dew in the morning
lingers like death
on the edge of my mind

Teresa

This morning Teresa sleeps
in the doorway of the plasma center.
Teresa of the rotten teeth
and sweet smile. Teresa
of diseased sex and raped dreams.
The cops can't arrest her because
she'd infect the other prisoners
and no social service will touch her.
She blows winos for drinks of cheap wine
and screws anyone for a glass of beer
and a quarter for the jukebox.
Her grin is black, the stumps
of her teeth framed by scarlet lipstick.
She told me once
how she wanted to dance
dance into the grave
with music coming out
of every hole in her body.

Churches don't answer that sound
that song is as clear as
your heart in the morning
rings like a bell
in what's left of your heart
there on the sidewalk
lost in the rain
I heard that song once
and I can tell you my friend
it never stops blowing
a hard wind through
what's left of me now.

first appeared in Thiev~ Press Volume III Spring 1991
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The Passionate Coyote

Landscape, New Mexico

The passionate coyote rolled
in the dust to kill his fleas
but when he arose and shook himself
his eyes fell out and grew
into a philosopher poet
who wound up in a motel in
Albuquerque telling jokes
to himself in the cracked mirror
"Check out time is one P.M."
they shouted and broke down the door
but all they found there
was a dead coyote
glistening
as if it had run for a long way
a long time.

first appeared in Six Guns © 1990 Longhand Press

A blue pickup
bounces along
dust rising behind it
up the wide canyon
into the dark.
Two Indians, drunk
reel to the top of a hill
watch until
the blue spot is gone,
laugh, punch each other in the mouth
to celebrate the end of anything.

first appeared in Six Guns © 1990 Longhand Press
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Billy the Kid: Impotent / Arthur Winfield Knight

I lie on the bed, naked,
next to Paulita,
my head against her breasts.
I hold a dark nipple
in my mouth, then
her weight shifts
and I feel her lips,
coaxing, coaxing,
but I'm numb. I say,
"I'm sorry.
I don't know what's wrong."
Yesterday, I killed
Deputy Olinger with his shotgun
before I rode out of Lincoln
a wanted man. Since then,
I can't seem to focus
on anything else,
not sex, not slavation.
Paulita says, "Poor Billy,
you are so tired.
When you awaken,
everything will be better,"
and she rocks me
singing something in Spanish.
I stare at the ceiling.
"Yes, everything will be
better in the morning," I say
feeling myself, loppy,
flaccid, like Olinger
lying in the street,
flies buzzing around his blood,
his antique eyes
staring vacantly at the sun.

Buffalo Bill Cody: Honors

They gave me
the Medal of Honor
for my bravery and skill
in fighting Indians
45 years ago.
I led the troopers
to within 50 yards
of the Sioux camp
before they discovered us,
then I killed
one of the warriors
in hand-to-hand combat
and shot two others.
Now Congress has ruled
the Medal of Honor
can't go to civilians
and they've taken mine away.
I've had the medal
more than half my life
so the shelf where I kept it
seems empty now.
Everyone's left me:
my wife, the other women.
The wild west show
bearing my name
is owned by someone else,
and I can't control my kidneys.
When I heard Congress
took away my medal,
I spent the afternoon
drinking bourbon. Then
the greatest scout
this country has ever seen
pissed in his pants.
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The Abhij-na of the People / J. Ashley McGinley

It was the time of the great gathering. We had known long that the asura, light ones
with the guns and long knives, were coming. They had pushed the buffalo away from our
hunting lands; and we were afraid that they would not allow us to follow. Th light on s
wanted us to stay here. They said that they have given to us this land. How can th y giv t
us our land?
This night we had gathered in the Great Lodge to speak of the asura and know what
to do for the People's sake. We had all come to hear the words of the speaker-to/for-the
spirits, the abhij-na. He is the Eldest the Elders, although he is not as old as the eldest of our
great chiefs. It is he who leads our hearts to work with our minds and bodies. It is said that
he is one of three who never die, for there are never three fathers alive at the same time in his
family lodge. No man in his line has had any brother. The First-Father of the Frog Totem, it
is told, was not born as a baby but came fully as an Elder from the Mount of the Eagle. The
women of his fathering are known to have the gift of the healing spirits and to know much
of the Land. Itcametimeforourabhij-na,whoiscalledTathagata-Aa-shuleioftheFrogTotem
to speak.
I am Nayuta, and thus have I heard:
"Since I, Tathagata-Aa-shulei of the Frog Totem, was first born to be abhij-na, many
number of lifetimes have passed-more hands-count than any one man may remember.
Always have I taught the Law of the Spirit Path. I have caused many to walk the way of ja
ataka, the Spirit Path, throughout this lifetime and into the next. Since the time when I first
did this, many lives have I passed. For the People's sake, and as a way to teach them, I make
my dying time known; yet in fact I do not pass into extinction, but do ever stay with the People.
I am ever dwe~ling with the People by the power of the ja-ataka. This the People know, but
the asura know not, for the world of the asura is turned upside-down.
The People, seeing me die, mourn my body. All hold feelings of longing and think they
have been left in the dry-lands without water. The People who follow the Spirit Path are
straight-standing and honest. The People have hearts that are gentle and they long to follow
me thro:-1gh the ja-ataka. At that time, I emerge on the Mount of the Eagle. I then tell the People
that I will ever be here, not becoming extinct; and that it is by resort to the ja-ataka that I make
a show of extinction or non-extinction. Other lands possess living beings in whose midst also
have I been the abhij-na where I have taught the Spirit Path of ja-ataka. When I am with these
living beings I am one of them, and they are then the People. All living beings are the People.
Event~~ plants and r?ck~ are th~ People--even the asura are the People. This is the way of
the Spmt Path. In their midst I will be one of them and for their sake I will teach the ja-ataka.

If you were not to hear this, you all would perceive me to pass into extinction. But I
see the beings lost in the Land. They only perceive not the Land, and for that reason I will go.
I perceive their thirst, and for that reason I will go. I perceive their thoughts of longing, and
for that reason I will go. I will go and teach the ja-ataka to them-such is the power of my
perceptions. Throughout the uncountable lifetimes I am ever on the Mount of Eagles-and
in my other dwelling places as well.
When all People see the Land ending and being consumed by a great fire, those of the
Spirit Path are perfectly safe. Those who live the ja-ataka will always perceive joy and plenty
in the Land. The Land will give to them grasses and fruits-buffalo, rabbit, and deer. They
will live in harmony and their ancestors will beat the sacred drums, making songs of strength
in their children.
The ja-ataka, the Spirit Path, is not destroyed, yet some living beings, ~ee~ng it
consumed with fire, are worried, and fear the torment of death. Those who do not live m the
Spirit Path are these. These are those who do not respect the Land. These are those wh_o ta~e
without asking. These are those who only perceive themselves and none other. By their evil,
they have lost the ja-ataka. They hear not the name of the ja-ataka. They hear not the name
of the abhij-na. They know not the People.
Those who perceive merit in the Land, who are gentle and live with harmony, those
who are straight-standing and fair-these are the People who perceive me in the Land. They
perceive me in the Land by perceiving the ja-ataka.
I tell you now that the lifespan of the abhi j-na is uncountable in lifespans. I tell you ~ow
that I live always at the Mount of the Eagle. Such is the power of my knowledge. The light
of this knowledge shines on the People.
.
.
I tell you now, to save you before the asura: All of the People who hve by the Ja-ataka
are abhij-na. All of the ja-ataka live countless lives in the Spirit Path. All of you who hear 1:1Y
words must have no thoughts of doubt on this. You must cut off all fear. You must bamsh
fear from the Land. In order to prove my words, I must go now to the Mount of Eagles. I leave,
yet do not leave. I die, yet never die. Yet some may say I am dead and their words must not
be heeded. None can say that I speak false. So I, too, Father of the abhij-na that I am, because
the asura are in a Land which is upside-down, though I really live, say I am in extinction. Then
am I free to be asura-and abhij-na for the asura."
.
With these words, Tathagata-Aa-shulei of the Frog Totem walked from the meet:ng
lodge. As we sat hearing his words again in our hearts, we heard the women scream. Gomg
to their sounds, we found that Tathagata-Aa-shulei of the Frog Totem had gone to the Mount
of Eagles, leaving his body behind for us to honor.
I am Nayuta of the Frog Totem. I am the abhij-na of the People ...
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Semolina / Holly Day

Girl In the Courtyard/ Christopher Woods

she walks along the water
with her bag of seashells, thinking
about the end of living creatures
and the beauty left behind
squatting in the sticky sand
the bubbles forming around her feet
from waves colliding far before her
the sun beginning to set
the ruby glow brings color to her
pasty, pock-marked cheeks
she contemplates the afterlife
and wonders what it's like
she slowly fills her pockets with the
smooth gray stones that line the beach
and walks out to the water
towards the sun, her phantom lover
she raises her arms above her head
the wind caressing her thin, blond hair
the icy water making
her nipples hard
she thinks about the pretty seashells
tombs of tiny creatures dead
and hopes her bones are white and clean
before they're washed on shore.

She passes now, at seven in the evening. Down there, below. She does not seem to
notice the bougainvillea, or the mango tree, or the way the sun hangs heavy on the wall, the
oth r side of the courtyard. She passes this way every evening, a reed thin bird looking for
a place to light.
This is as close as I'll come, I say. As dose as I'll get to her. Here, removed from her,
I only see her, and smell the flowers and the fruit. Pleasant smells, then, that I associate with
her.
Many here make that mistake, confusing their senses. They call to her, summon her.
They pay a guard, who pays another, who pays the guard who patrols the courtyard. Then,
in slow minutes, the girl arrives in a man's cell.
It is in this way that she sails through dark nights, lighting with strangers who are
famished for the flighty touch of a passing bird. She lands for awhile in a concrete shell, giving
away most things. It is dawn when she leaves. I am awake then. I have not slept well. I watch
for her, down below, passing so very quietly in the courtyard.
Tired and frail, used of course, maybe used up entire!y. Somewhere in the block a man
is sleeping it off, dreaming her over and over again. Maybe, in a week or two, he will have
her again.
Or perhaps another will have her, in a nearby cell, a brick wall away. But the walls here
are fond of talking, listening, repeating whatever has come their way. Their memory is as
deep as a well. So a man will sleep with her anyway, will have her just the same, through a
wall. For a night, wherever it lasts.
I've come close to having her. I've had bills clenched tight in my fist, a call to the guard
rising in a dry throat. Until now, I have kept from it. It is not that I do not want her, even if
a hundred men have. Or the fact of her children, who sleep at the prison door, waiting for her
return.
If I call to her, if I pay a fistful of pesos down the hands of guards, I know I shall lose
something. Maybe more than what I would gain. If she lights here, one night or many, she
will never be the same again. To me. Nothing will be the same again. The way she passes
down below, through the flowers and the fruit. The perfection of that simple vision. Just as
it is.
So I leave things as they are, the mango tree, the bougainvillea blooming and filling the
air. I wait to see her pass, coming and going, dusk and dawn. I do not hope that things will
change. I sleep poorly, keeping track of her. I keep an ear to the wall.
If I listen long enough, I hear a bird fluttering, trapped inside the night.

first appeared in Phoebe: The George Mason Review
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Night fishing and Picasso/ Robert Nagler

A Fire

1. Fort Lauderdale
The spotlights, powered by car batteries, create breaking light
islands in the dark bay. The men stand on the seawall. Using nets
with twelve foot long handles, they try to catch shrimp carried by
the current. Once in a while, shrimp, attracted by the strong lights,
break the surface of the rolling water. Quickly, the men dip their
nets and fight the weight and force of the current. Usually, they
catch nothing; at most there are three shrimp in the net. But it's a
sport. No one really minds the damp, hard work. At the edge of
the current, the barracuda, in pairs, try for shrimp. Sometimes,
they come near the nets. Very infrequently, a barracuda is netted
to much excitement. But the fish are strong-and bad eating. They
twist, throw themselves free. Empty net or other, the women
applaud softly.

2. Antibes

If the world were upside down then that glaring flatfish would spear
the kneeling fisherman intent on spearing him. All being right, the
trident's tines touch the unpierceable (armored by hate, the fish
hovers, daring the worst). How ugly, thinks the fish looking up at the
man; how revolting, thinks the fisherman, looking down at the fish.
The moon and fisherman's lamp shed no light;
they're the swirled "tornado" cookies of Picasso's
youth. The mountainous shore couching the scene is sharp
purple, penitence cubes (not the "paysage
moralise" of the worshipful commentator) but (as
ever) The Amoral Landscape-sinners only need apply.
And, of course, the girls in summer dresses lean
on their bicycles, roll ice cream balls on their
anteater tongues, view all and bless all.
Painters reflect oddly. Just a whim and the world's upside down. A
whim. The mountains sink, the sun glows from under the sea: the
trident turned, the fisherman becomes the fish-man and the girls in
su1:1mer dresses levitate bicycles, lap ice cream and calmly hang by
their toes.

The firefighters of six companies watch. The burning tire-dump covers
many acres. The firemen are afraid. They clear rats, alive and dead,
from the ground, set up the pumpers. It's mostly ritual; the fire's justtoo
big to control. They ditch the perimeter. The ditches channel streams
of dark fluid flowing from the burning rubber. This liquid is poison.
Ground so contaminated will not support life, not even bacteria. The
men wait and watch. The fire consumes days. Local firemen stand long
shifts. Novelty gone, watching the fire is not very interesting work. It's
not like watching a house fire. There's no real drama, no real changes
in the character of the fire, no emotional freighting: just tires. During
the day, it isn't so bad. They kick dead rats for distance. They joke with
each other and the owner of the dump. They itemize running expenses
and tell her she must pay. They laugh at her discomfort. Nights are bad.
They wear tight gas masks against a change in the wind and watch. The
fire, reflecting on the visors of their masks, shades the dark. Men fall
into themselves watching the glow. The fire burns loud and subtle.
They smell the raw rubber of the masks and listen to their own
breathing. Unconsciously, they regulate their breathing by the fire's
slow reverberation.
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The Oaktree A's/ Stacey Sollfrey

The Robbery / Kate McHugh

the coin on a floor
between the beachball
and the lap of a woman
sitting
in the swivel chair
that was holding it

Rebellion

strike signs over patent leather shoes

Breasts

balls for a hard to fit masculinity

Vito owned the store. For thirty-five years the same flies buzzed around it, got glued
to the same flypaper. He shaved at midnight every twenty-four hours so he wouldn't look
too slick in the morning. Preferred to hum old blues tunes to himself while he swept the floor
with the heavy wide wooden broom. Wouldn't be fitting to sweep clean-shaven. Better to
look the part. Better to look like the box boy, old failure man just bumping the broom up
against the corners of the room. No one pay him any mind. That way he could watch the kids
snitching penny candies, see them slide the crackling wrappers deep into soiled pockets. Ask
'em later, maybe even a week later if he was so inclined, where's that penny you owe me and
grin that crackled snaggle-toothed grin at them that made them run. Old women could be
witches. Could keep plants like some kind of crazy-lookin' cactus or something. And cats.
Old women could stare out curtains and those weird plants show and everybody'd think
they're witches. Avoid them. But old Vito, he just owned the store. Had to touch people's
hands every day when they were nuts enough to lay out their change in the middle of their
palm for him to take the way a dog takes some food. That's why it cheered him up that day
he saw those punks walk in together, all slitherin' this way and that. His hand slip naturally
down to the shotgun on the shelf right underneath the blue shiny baseball cards. Lookin'
forward to when they came up on different sides together saying give me everything you got.
Lookin' forward to establishing his place finally in this world as a man to be avoided at all
costs. Even if it took killing somebody. Too bad it took til he was sixty for this opportunity
finally to present itself. For thirty-five years he'd waited for this sucker kid to make his move.
Even now they were taking too long, standing at the cereal boxes, pretending to browse. He
could imagine from now on the talk about him, how dangerous he was. The chatterin' how
he had defended his own store single-handed, that he was a crazy man shooting up his own
place. He could imagine the mothers telling their kids don't buy there, go on down to Ruby's
Grocery instead. And the dwindling business, the shop twiddling down to old guys like him
coming in. Hearin' the story again and again. How he had popped that kid for trying to rob
him and only would have got twenty-three bucks. Funny story, popular even. They'd hang
around near the doorway to hear it. Wouldn't come close. Just listen. And ask for cheap wine.
For free.
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Convenience Store at Off-Hours: The Stinky Leather School of Verse/
Elizabeth R. Curry

We are at the greasy counter
surrounded by impulse items:
skull and crossbones keychains,
snacking beef jerky, matches.
His jacket is starched by years
of laundromat-avoidance syndrome;
three gold dots pierce one ear,
and a razor pendant grazes his blue cheek.
I smell Luckies and other things
on or about his person,
as they say in police jargon.
His boots are the black of garage floors.
We have nothing in common
except that we are standing in line.
He holds a fried pie and a bill in one hand,
a copy of Guns and Ammo in his other.
I undress him and find Michelangelo's David
with the awkward big wrists and hands,
the creamy underlip, nose wings
inflated with 16-year-old arrogance.

I see myself wearing chains
and carrying a nightstick,
apprehending him for S and M at the all-night
station. My hatred has spikes. He blinks.

Cool 101: Beat Poetry for Beginners/ Gregg "Vito" Spence

You left this morning
And the rat choked on your spit.
Or was it my cock?
(flamadiddle)
the refrigerator is empty
So I fake my death in the mirror
for breakfast.
"Fascist!" My reflection screams
at me over the buzz and whirr of
your absence.
(tap. flam. flamadiddle-diddle.)
You won't find me here when you
return.
Only the bourgeoise capitalist
spit and the stink of the rat.
And the ticking of the clock.
Cock? Clock. Clock? Cock.
(drum roll.)
Cock.
Cock.
Rat shit.
Cock.
(prerequisite:
HIP 001: Intro to
Facial Hair)

Wendy Klein
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Gail's Hair / Laura Albrecht

Language of Fire (for Gregory Levey) / Laura Albrecht
Children look over
The rounded tops
Of their pastel pink
Strawberry ice cream cones
At Gail's hair.
It stands up straight,
Like winter wheat
Dyed black to the roots,
To the skin of her skull.
It moves when she walks
Like it's breathing,
Like dark suede
Glove fingers waving.
Children stare
At Gail's hair
As if it's winking,
As if they're waiting
For a flock of
Six-winged butterflies
To swarm from there,
As if they're expecting
A Ferris wheel to emerge
From the top of her head.
Children stare
At Gail's hair
While their round fingers get
Sticky with melted ice cream.
Their parents never notice
Gail's hair.
They can't get past
The orange plastic spiders
Around her wrists
Or the wide black boots
Beneath her green plaid skirt.
Children stare
At Gail's hair
As it reflects mall light
Like a group
Of stretched prisms,
As if it's singing,
As if it should be wrapped,
As if they wish
She would give it up.

"Syndicated columnist Ellen Goodman's son,
Gregory Levey, set fire to himself and died as
a protest to the war in the Persian Gulf"

The edges of your cardboard
Sign are singed kohl brown.
Almost to ash, leaving
The word "Peace" handwritten
In dark ink, whole in the
Center, untouched by heat.
The scent of gray smoke
and paint thinner clots
The air like old cologne.
Each breath tastes bitter
And gritty, feels flammable.
You set fire to your skin
At the beginning of America's
Newest war, create a bomb
From yourself in the center
Of an Amherst street to scream
In the bright language of fire
The pain that war brings home.
What were your thoughts when
You stared at the dry silence
Of the February afternoon sky
And struck the wooden match?
Did you glimpse an escape
In the wavering fumes
Of the paint thinner as it .
.
Dripped from your warm fmgertips?
Did your flesh or your heart
Or your mouth cry for sacrifice?
What hot voice of mercy whispered
From the white dance center
Of that first sharp-edged flame?
The flowered altar that grows
Around your charred piece
Of concrete cannot catch
The vivid colors of your burning.
In the cooled night that follows,
Their light hued blossoms mark
Your last moments like
A delicate, breathing tombstone,
A ring of wilting water,
Too late to change the fevered
Pitch of your final voice.

Don't Tell Me/ Thomas ]asina
I mean what that says. Don't approach me if you've got nothing pleasant or well
meaning to say. I know how the world works, what makes it tick and go 'round, what is and
isn't important, and believe me I'd listen to you, but I can't. You'll mention a friend with
cancer, or the latest drug wars, an auto accident, or the latest rape-murder, and I just don't
care. Give me a peaceful valley with press sheets for newspapers, and no television or radio
because I don't want to hear about the latest axe murder or decapitation. I have my reasons.
One day, a friend mentioned that he'd been unfaithful, an old girlfriend. He smirked
and smiled, gloating over his triumph, his two-handedness-he could have his cake, and eat
it, too. His wife would never know. How smart he was. And his wife was the dutiful little
woman, who he brought to the office on special occasions as though to say, "See, this is the
woman I cheat on." And while he was away, she cooked and cleaned, scolded the kids, paid
the bills, cut the grass, shoveled the snow: being worked extra hard because he was out of
town. She deserved better, and if she never found out she might think that's what she had.
I wasn't going to tell her, yet even if she kept a dirty house, let the kids run wild, and didn't
cook dinner she deserved more, something better. It was then that I knew I could blackmail
him, send anonymous letters, call when he wasn't there. She'd know, and have his cake to
eat. Of course, I did nothing, except guard my thoughts whenever she was around. It was
none of my business, and I wished he had never told me.
Perhaps now you're beginning to understand. This isn't some crazy theory or wild
idea, some fancy or caprice. I don't want to know. Tell the guy at the bar, or talk to the
bartender, he has to listen, but I don't. Leave me alone.
A few months ago, I met a friend in a bar. Someone I knew from college, years ago. I
also knew one of his co-workers, and asked him about him. My friend said, "Guess what
happened to Joe?" I imagined a ruined vacation. He was out west. A misplaced wallet or
credit card. Something to take the edge off the trip. Instead, I heard a horror story. He had
picked up two hitchikers. Both well-groomed, and well-dressed who stole his car, and almost
beat him to death. Two-by-fours. A bum found his body in an alley. He was in a coma for
six days. His skull had been fractured, and his brain exposed to the open air. No brain
damage, but the skin split, sagged, tearing the flesh near his right eye and mouth. Both his
arms were broken, he had to protect himself, and were being held together with pins. There
were thick red scars on both arms. He had broken ribs, contusions, lacerations. They had
stomped him. The result of all this was that he missed four months of work, and wouldn't,
the doctors said, be able to lift anything heavier than twenty pounds over his head. What
could I say? I wanted to go down to Arizona, and rid the world of that evil. Stomp the Lonely
Boys, and yeti did nothing. What could I do? Promote world peace? Ban two-by-fours? That
was out of the question. Someone else would have to tear them up.
So now you see. I don't want to hear it. Yes, I'll visit you in the hospital, but tell me
it was an industrial accident, and keep the details to yourself. Let me thi~k it was simple
carelessness, instead of neglect or the profit motive. And keep it out of the papers. Nothing,
no. No child abuse, or torture, or stories about unemployed steelworkers who in a rage over
their joblessness decide nobody can live. No news about the Middle East. No stories about
massacres perpetrated by "Christians," or suicide drivers in "holy" shawls. No! Nothing
about oppressive regimes that slaughter millions in a quest for a new society, or wars of
liberation that are not liberating, but merely seizures of power. Keep it to yourself. Instead,
write about flower shows and blockclubs,4-Hprojects and pets,notexecution-style murder,
the gun at the back of the head, or neighbors who tum on one another as though it was the
end of the world. I don't want to hear it. Let me think that life is a wonderland where
opportunity abounds, and prejudice is unknown, and everyone lives up to their potential. Let
me think that, and when the knock on the door comes I'll go quietly.

Water Man / Paul Marion

He stops the Sparkletts truck
in front of a palm tree
that looks like an overgrown pineapple
and steps downhis lemon-lime uniform glows;
his tanned face brightens a smile
matching the look on the face
of a woman in the yard,
her red shirt tucked into gym shorts.
She's been painting.
The water man walks to the side
of the truck and lifts out
a large, clear plastic jugin one motion swings it onto
his right shoulder and turns.
The truck is filled with vessels,
each with a sky blue seal.
The back panel of the truck,
all green and yellow fish scales,
shimmers,shimmers.

John Solt
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CONTRIBUTORS' NOTES

English Education Major at Wright State University.
Kate Hatt McHugh has had her plays produced in New
York, Los Angeles and around the Southwest. She has lived
all over the place and had several hundred jobs. She now
lives in Bronxville, New York.

Laura Albrecht is wonderful (miss you already laura-girl
rue-boy. hope you can dodge the screaming skull-that pat
fellow.)

Holly Day (no known relation to Doris) lives and writes in
Huntington Beach, CA (Dude, like where all the killer waves
are.)

David Arnett: a.k.a. Skinny Puppy.

Matthew J. Dewald is an undergraduate majoring in English
at Wright State. He was recently the subject of the H llbound
ProductionsfilmTheWonderofMe. Hish roesareJ.Swift,P.
Murphy, J. Kerouac, and P. Jone .

Charlie Mehrhoff (raise their fucking dead, brother) is not a
devil worshipper(for all us folks inOH)but heisa son of the
wind and the earth. Some of his work was recently included
in Earth Prayer, published by Harper & Row for Earth Day
1991.

Robert Dunn calls his poetry "the greatest event in sports
entertainment since the sinking of the Bismark" and such
fine, upstanding sports journals as Riverrun, Street News, The
New Press and Earthwise seem to agree with him.

John Melvin lives and works as a typesetter in Noblesville,
Indiana. His poems have appeared in CutBank and will
appear in Cincinnati Poetry Review and Colorado-North Re
view.

M. E. Graham lives and works in Dayton OH.

William E. H. Meyer, Jr.'s essays on culture have appeared
in the U.S. and Canada, in addition to Germany and Austra
lia. Meyer's ''Beaumont and Other Poems" was recently
published as a special edition (Fall 90) of Sou'Wester (SIU).

John Brandi is "currently in the middle of nowhere-in rural
Nevada-<ioing a poetry residency with isolate ranchers."
His poem in this issue is from a ms. in progress called
"Shadow Play."
Kenneth H. Brown-playwright, poet, short and long fic
tion writer, essayist, and lecturer-lives in Brooklyn, NY.
His work has appeared in journals and magazines with some
frequency over the past thirty years. An excellent cross
section of his work, You'd Never Know it from the Way I Talk,
is available from Ashland University Press.
David Chorlton, widely published poet and co-editor of The
Signal with Joan Silva, reports of some promising pro-peace
actions in Phoenix, AZ, in spite of the current pro-war
sentiment in the U.S.

Bertolt Clever has had poems accepted by Mid-America
Review, The Cape Rock, temm, Mudfish, the new renaissance, the
Cathi:irtic, and others. He was born in Germany, raised in
Indiana, and now lives in Albany.

Paul Grillo spent his early years shuttling between "mean
street acappella corner stores" and "darkstar Jesuit study
halls." Throughout most of the 1960s and early 70s he
travelled in the company of Gerard Malanga, Charles Plymell,
Ira Cohen and Charles Henri Ford and his first experiments
in photo collage date approximately from this time. His
collage art and fashion-oriented photography has been widely
exhibited and is part of many important private collections.
He has published poems and collages in many magazines
and is the author of five books.
Jack Hirschman lives and writes in San Francisco, CA.

Ira Cohen's photos have been described as "tender and
bewitching discoveries / like a zipper down in a public
place." A frequent contributor to Night and other sundry
journals, Cohen is also a poet with several published collec
tions, the most recent being On Fe.et of Gold. More of his
portraits and photos from Kathmandu can be seen in the
newest issue of Version 90.
Chris Combs was born, raised and educated in Dayton OH
(hopefully not buried in Dayton OH). Combs has a BA in
Social Work, worked with the elderly for ten years, restoring
5 historic homes in spare time. Re-entered WSU in 1988 after
discovering the camera.
Scott Cooper: "Butlerville, UT, approximately December of
1956: Mommy swung her electric floor buffer back and forth
across the asphalt tile, lost in her obsessive deaning trance.
Back and forth, back and forth, back and forth, she vibrated
with the droning resonance of her spinning electric appli
ance. I stared with dusgust through the bars of the baby crib.
Tears poured from my eyes. 'Pick meup!' I thought. 'Blbrup
bl pee dgre,' I said. The buffer covered my sounds. This is my
earliest memory. Aside from acts of God, nothing else
matters."
Elizabeth R. Curryteaches English at Slippery Rock Univer
sity in Pennsylvania. Her work has appeared in Colorado
North Review, Taproot, and Oxford Magazine.

Thomas Jasina lives and writes in Hamtramck, MI.
Wendy Klein is a person interested in life.
Arthur Winfield Knight's poetry and fiction about the Old
West have appeared with some frequency, most recently The
Redneck Review.
Joel Kuper, that wild and crazy Canadian, is pleased to
announce that he finally located his Central American work.
Van Le= 22, male, art student. Favorite food= red meat &
red wine. Favorite music= classical & jazz. Favorite book=
No One Here Gets Out Alive. Turn on = blond Vietnamese
girls. Tum off = trying to find a parking space at WSU with
a parking permit.
James Heller Levinson has published in many magazines
and literary reviews including: Synaesthesia, Abraxas,Protea,
Poetry Motel, and Conditioned Response. Levinson has been
nominated for a Pushcart Prize. His novel, Another Line, was
published by Watermark Press in April 1990.
Paul Marion is a free-lance writer and arts administrator
who lives in Dracut, MA

J. Ashley McGinley currently writes under the guise of an

Abbot&) and Crews (The Knockout Artist) among his influ
ences and/or favorites. His band, Mean Melissa, will release
their debut album sometime next year.
Alison Stone's poems have appeared in The Paris Review,
Ploughshares, The New Statesman, and others. She has work
forthcoming in Crosscurrents, Raccoon, and several antholo
gies.
David Sumner has had work in the Pacific Review, Hawaiian
Review, Puerto fJel Sol, Saint Andrews Review, Mississippi
Review and others.
Christopher Woods has published a novel, The Dream Patch,
and a chapbook of poems, Houses & Fugues. He has pub
lished in NER/BLQ, Blue Light Red Light and The Southern
Review. He has work forthcoming in Columbia, New Orleans
Review and Crosscurrents.
John Wright has a new book of poems, Bookstore Cowboys,
out now from Snake Oil Press. Some of Wright's work was
also included in Earth Prayer.

Patrick Murphy has had stories in many journals, most
recently, West Branch. He will soon be published in Sonoma
Mandala, the New Orleans Review, the Santa Clara Review and
Louisiana Literature.

Margaret Young's writing has appeared in many journals.
Her collection of short stories will be published next year by
the University of Idaho Press.

Robert Nagler publishes 1/o, a poetry-journal-on-computer
disk "magazette." His most recent appearances in print
include The Brooklyn Review, The Wormwood Review, Scratch
(UK), Orbis (UK), Acta Victoriana (Canada), Printed Matter
(Japan), Taka_he (New Zealand), Poetry Ireland Review and
Hatbox (Australia).

We would like to thank many, many people
this year, not the least of which are all the con
tributors to,and the readers of,Nexus. Specific
people we would like to note for their time and

Valery Oisteneau's work in this issue comes from a new
book-in-progress of short surrealist fictions titled Forgotten
Penguins.
Kell Robertson is unique like a monsoon in Arizona, and
about as hard to describe. He is the featured poet in the most
recent issue of Thieves Press (great little mag, good verse, cool
cartoons, only two bucks!)
David Rondinelli is a moderator for the Athens Writers'
Project, Athens, GA. His work has appeared in Lift Archi:iic,
Blue Plate Special and Resin.

Stacey Sollfrey lives and works in Brooklyn, NY, and writes
some of the most erotic sexual terminology without using
any cover letters.
John Solt is Assistant Professor of Asian Languages and
Civilizations at Amherst College. He has been writing
poetry for twenty-five years and has published three books
of his own work, not to mention his translations of Japanese
verse. Solt recently appeared in Night #20 (an excellent
oversize mag.)
Gregg "Vito" Spence is a Dayton poet and musician who
counts Bukowski, Westerberg, Costello (as in Elvis, not

consideration include:
IraCohen;JohnSolt;CharlieMehrhoff;Gerri
Bowen; James, Denise, Jesse, and Christo
pher Thomas; Darin Cain; Kevin Jensen,
Glenda Caudill, and Bib; WSU Dept. of
English;JimHughes; Gary Pacernick; Karyn
Campbell; Media Committee; The Guard
ian: Connie, Kevin, Tony, Sandy, Craig,
Christy and Amy; WWSU: Coleman, Trace,
Matt, Darryl, and Chris J.; The Redneck
Review; The Signal; DaData; Viceroys; Han
nibal Lecter; The Rocketeer; Rachel & Linda;
Ron Carlson and Stuart Dybek for the kick
ass readings; BOMP Records; Faith No
More; The Cult; The Ramones; Bob Mould;
the rest of the Oxymorons-Ben, Nick, and
Grog; Dobie; Val; Ranna; Simon; Marty
Pleiss; Kris Pleiss; Wendy Klein; Barb at the
print shop; Bob Irwin at receiving; all the
patrons; Budget Board for giving us the
dinero; all the friends and girlfriends for
food or kind words;andJaneandMarv and
Terence and Laurie J. for creating us oh so
many years ago.
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In our first 26 years, we've published:
Ivan Arguelles
Kenneth Bernard
Harry Brody
Kenneth H. Brown
Joseph Bruchac
David Chorlton
Ira Cohen
Michael Delp
Stuart Dybek
Edward Field
Charles Henri Ford
James Graham
Paul Grillo
Jack Hirschman
Jere Hoar
Kitasono Katue
Lyn Lifshin
Robert Hill Long
John Lowry
Naguib Mahfouz
Fred Manzo
Tony Moffeit
Octavio Paz
Alain Robbe-Grillet
Shiraishi Kazuko
John Solt
Chris Spain
Alison Stone
Michael Wilds
Harold Wright
Nina Zivancevic
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